Address

Country
Phone
Fax
Internet

Zecchetti S.r.l.
Via Galileo Galilei 1/1A
42027 Montecchio Emilia (RE)
Italy
0039 0522 867 411
0039 0522 866 034
www.zecchetti.it

Employees
Turnover
Certificates
Year founded

110
50.000.000 US$
EC, NEMA, UL, GHOST
1960

CONTACT PERSONS
Contact 1.

Contact 2.

Mr. Francesco Parma
Sales Manager
Phone: 0039 0522 867411
Ms. Miriam Garimberti
Marketing Office
Phone: 0039 0522 867 411
Fax: 0039 0522 866 034

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
With more than 50 years of experience in the packaging sector, Zecchetti provides glassworks with perfectly
integrated solutions for the cold end, starting with bottle palettization and pallet shrink-wrapping. The company is also
supplying and controlling finished product warehousing.
STACKER
The Zecchetti Stacker range actually covers any kind of container and a huge number of different working modes to
cope with the various handling necessities.
Cylindrical bottles/jars
Square, rectangular, conical or indefinitely shaped bottles
Pharmaceutical/perfumery containers
Carton boxes containing empty bottles upright or upside-down (open/closed/with upwards or downwards flaps)
Thermo shrink packs
Small trays

COMPANY BACKGROUND / HISTORY
Zecchetti is a privately-owned company with limited responsibility (Società con Responsibilità or S.r.L.) It is located
at approximately 130 km south of Milan inbetween the cities of Parma and Reggio E. (Northern Italy). Location
chosen because of its geographical advantages in relation to the major industrial centres of northern Italy. Zecchetti
specializes in the design, technical planning and construction of Palletizing/Depalletizing machinery and complete
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systems for packaging/handling and movement.
Together with recently took over Tecnores Meccanica, Zecchetti can propose a wide range of services to the Glass
Factories, taking care of the empty glass bottles from their lehr exit to the full pallet storage. Palletizing Models cover
any production in terms of bottle shape and dimensions: - PICK-AND-PLACE (by tubes) - PICK-AND-PLACE (by
vacuum) - SWEEP-OFF Modularity of design is a high priority. The various groups of the palletizing system may be
added at any time to completely automate simple installations, permitting a step-by-step upgrade path.
Thus, obsolete equipment may be replaced only when actually necessary, and full automation of a simple palletizer
can be accomplished in phases. The wide range of machinery Zecchetti propose can match with any production
needs as far as the production speed is concerned.
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